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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

IN THE POLITICAL PARTIES DISPUTES TRIBUNAL AT NAIROBI 

COMPLAINT NO. 524 OF 2017 

 

PATRICIA CHEROTICH SAWE.……………………..…….……….…COMPLAINANT 

VERSUS 

JUBILEE PARTY..……………………………………..………..…………….RESPONDENT 

 

JUDGMENT 

Introduction 

1. The Claimant is a party member in Uasin Gishu County. She applied for 

nomination, but was neither considered nor supplied with the reasons for the 

decision made on her application. Her appeal was not heard or determined 

yet a few changes were made in the list reflecting the complaints she made 

in her letter. The Claimant alleges a violation of her legitimate expectation of 

nomination on application. She seeks appropriate reliefs including a 

declaration that she was entitled to reasons as to the rejection of her 

application. She also seeks a new list including her name. The list ought to list 

applicants in the order of their dates of application.  

2. The claim is opposed. The Respondent submits that it is vested with discretion 

to determine the criteria to use in nominating candidates and in this 

particular instance, the claimants were not chosen because of the hundreds 

of qualified applicants seeking limited nominations slots. The party therefore 

had the autonomy to determine the composition of the lists which alternated 

between the male and female candidates in the priority in which they are 

listed to reflect inclusivity and the regional and ethnic diversity of the people 

of Kenya. 

3. Further, it was submitted that the law does not restrict the Respondent from 

acting in the way it did in nominating candidates to the party lists. The 

persons nominated do not hold any other post.  

4. Further, the Respondent submitted that an application for consideration for a 

nomination slot is not a guarantee that an applicant must be nominated. 

There was no agreement promising the Claimant a nomination slot.  

5. The selection process complied with the law. The Independent Electoral and 

Boundaries Commission would have rejected the list if it were non-compliant. 
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The criteria adopted by the Respondent guaranteed democratic, free, fair, 

transparent, accountable, inclusive, participatory, non-discriminative. The 

same was conducted in accordance with the law, party regulations and 

best practice. 

Analysis  

6. We have scrutinized the documents and submissions on record. We are 

satisfied from the evidence on record that the decision to reject the 

Claimant’s application and to ignore her complaint was arbitrary and unfair 

to her. Rejecting the Claimant’s application without supplying her with the 

reasons for that decision violated the legitimate expectation created in her 

of a fair procedure. Her complaint was also similarly and unfairly ignored. 

7. Concerning unilateral and arbitrary decisions by political parties, we held as 

follows in Complaint No 251 of 2017 Elijah Omondi v Orange Democratic 

Movement & another at para 9 and 10: 

We note that Article 91 of the Constitution, which 

establishes political parties as agencies of the 

democratic process, requires political parties to abide 

by the principles of good governance and democracy. 

They must also promote the principles and objects of 

the Constitution including the national values and 

principles of governance. We agree with the Claimant 

and hold that the current Constitution engenders a 

culture of justification in which every decision by a 

political party must be justified. The culture of 

justification demands that a political party must supply 

an affected person with the reasons for the party’s 

decision. It is only by supplying reasons that it can be 

ascertained whether or not the decision is reasonable 

and justifiable in an open and democratic society.  

8. We have found no evidence that the Claimant was ever informed of any of 

the reasons for the Respondent’s decision to reject her application. In 

Complaint 170 of 2017 Harrison Mburu Gatumbi v Jubilee Party & 20 others we 

held as follows: 

The right to reasons is a constitutional right guaranteed 

in Article 47(2) and explicated by section 4(3) of the 

Fair Administrative Action Act, 2015. The Act requires 

that information on the nature of the administrative 

action together with prior and adequate reasons must 
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be given to the person whose rights are affected. 

Reasons for decisions by political parties are not only a 

part of the principles of natural justice and fairness, but 

also enable an affected party member to know the 

possibility of and grounds for potential appeal to this 

Tribunal. Reasons also enable this Tribunal to have a 

better appreciation of the decision thus conduct a 

better appeal or review.  

9. The claim for a list based on the dates of application fails. The party list must 

reflect the special interest required by law and priority by the earliest in time 

might exclude deserving categories. 

10. Accordingly, the justice of this case requires us to make the following orders: 

a. The Respondent be and is hereby directed to supply the Claimant 

with the reasons for the decision to reject her application within 48 

hours of the delivery of this judgment. 

b. No order as to costs 

 

Dated at Nairobi this   3rd  day of August 2017 

 

Kyalo Mbobu (Chairperson) …………………………….. 

James Atema (Member) …………………………………… 

Hassan Abdi (Member) …………………………………… 

Dr. Adelaide Mbithi………………………………………… 

 


